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INTRODUCING THE CLIENT
Kales Airline Services is an independent company dedicated to selling
cargo and passenger products on behalf of airlines worldwide. Kales
Airline Services is committed to the smooth and timely transportation of
passengers and cargo and to promoting airlines’ growth.

SIMPLY
GREAT
SERVICE.
Kales Airline Services stands for involvement, inspiration and
unparalleled service in every direction. Kales Airline Services derives
authority from expertise, ingenuity, passion and professionalism and
aims to become the partner of choice in the global GSSA business. Kales
Airline Services offers short leadtimes and remarkable reliability.

CLIENT BUSINESS PAINS
Kales had a lack in "on time reporting". The financial figures as well as
the operational KPIs were uploaded once a month to a central DWH
wich was based on MS SQL-Technology. Therefor the subsidiaries had to
export there figures from various systems into a .CSV-File and store this
files on a sharedrive. The manually work and the potential to create
faults was immense.

A TECHNICAL CHALLENGE
Relevant insights were missing and the creation and distribution in the
old fashioned reporting tool was not easy.
It was nearly impossible to steer the very fast moving business in
Cargo-Flight-Industry. Switching flights, new airports, new capacities
all around the world which waited to be managed. Therefore, a modern
solution is required. Kales Group is in a situation where the local ERPs
for over 40 companies are switched to D365 F&O. Additionally, the
legacy software solution for Cargo-operations is moved to a selfdeveloped solution called COS. The challenge was to have an on time
reporting in the first step and make it possible, that a switch in ERP or
Operational System has no additional impact on the ongoing projects.

Inability to report up-to-date data
Reporting process not automated
Extremely high risk of human error
Need for fast business decisions

IMPLEMENTATION IN THREE SIMPLE STEPS

STEP 1

CREATING DATALAKE GEN2
We connected a DataLake Gen2 of the Azure-Environment to the
relevant tools Microsoft suggests for a "Modern Data Warehouse":
Data Factory
Data Bricks
AZURE Analysis Services
Power BI

STEP 2
Complete
understandig of
potentials and
actual situations

Additionally, we
integrated the
operational SalesTransaktion out of COS
(SQL-DB) and mapped
them with the MarketCapacity (.CSV) and the
Customer-MarketDemand (.CSV) which
could be downloaded via
a portal.

For Historical Data we integrated the old SQL DWH with all its history.
CONNECTING D365 F&0 AND NAVISION
In order to achieve fully automatic updates without any manual
input, we established a direct database connection to D365 F&O and
COS. The reason was to have daily updated figures without any
manual tasks. The local ERPs, which where round about 40 entities
where ongoing connected via .CSV upload, because the efforts for
interpretation of each system was to high.
Up-to-date financial figures were connected seamlessly to past data.
This allows us to provide a full overview over historical figures. Some
added values could be created on basis of the financial figures:
Customer / Vendor aged balances of the complete group
Bank statements and Checks between Bank Accounts and ERP
could be established
Masterdata extensions which were missing were implemented
via Power App. E.g. the switch from NAV to D365 F&O where the
customer is able to steer the data-source of his figures.
Contract-Data could be included

STEP 3

INTEGRATION
Finally, we integrated the operational sales transactions out of
COS and GOALS (SQL-DB) and mapped them with the MarketCapacity (.CSV) and the Customer-Market-Demand (.CSV) which
could be downloaded via a portal. Users of our reports now have a
complete understanding of current and future events

VALUE ADDED
TIME-EFFICIENT
REPORTING
Daily updated figures shared globally

Insightful
reporting and
analysis could
be established

By directing the up-to-date data precisely at the
relevant employees, NoseDat reduced the manual
input during the reporting process to zero.
No human error, no delays, no hassle.

AUTO
Automatic price management
based on transparent market
data predictions

IMPROVED
MASTER
DATA
While the Data Warehouse was
implemented, any discrepancy has
been resolved. This has been achieved
using visual mappings in basket
elements

CUSTOMER
FEEDBACK
"Full integration of our company data &
market intelligence allows us during these
challenging times to rapidly analyse:
the actual status,
project reliable forecasts and take
immediate actions,
to adjust rapidly to changing market
environment
and stay ahead of our competitors, focusing
on survival and optimising company results."
Dirk Hazenoot, C E O Kales Group BV
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